There is currently no consensus on whether the difference between field-dependent and fieldindependent subjects on tasks of cognitive abilities result from different mental processing strategies, from true group differences in cognitive ability, or from both. School-age children (N ϭ 239) were tested for field dependence/independence using the Children's Embedded Figures Test and for mental-attentional capacity using the Figural Intersection Task. Multigroup scaling models were used to separate the contributions of style from ability in children's performance on Figural Intersection items. Results show that field-dependent children have greater odds of success than field-independent children in Figural Intersection items when the task's mental-attentional demand is above the child's mental attentional capacity, as assessed in the same task. The contrary is true when the task's mental-attentional demand is below or equal to the mental-attentional capacity of the child. Overall, field-dependent children obtain lower estimates of mental-attentional capacity than field-independent children in this task. We discuss the implications of these results for the measurement of mental-attentional capacity and the conceptualization of field dependence/ independence.
A basic distinction exists between cognitive abilities and cognitive styles. Cognitive abilities refer to the necessary know-how, content, or complexity level of cognition, whereas cognitive styles refer to a chosen, optional manner or form of cognition (Globerson & Zelniker, 1989; Messick, 1987) . Often cognitive styles differ from cognitive abilities in terms of the abstract continuum underlying each dimension of individual differences. Abilities are basically unipolar and value directional (Messick, 1987 (Messick, , 1993b )-ranging from very little at one extreme to a great deal at the other. In contrast, cognitive styles are typically bipolar and value differentiated (Messick, 1987 (Messick, , 1993b Witkin & Goodenough, 1981) , with each pole having adaptive features under different circumstances. Because cognitive style may play a role not only in the expression but also in the development of cognitive ability, it has proven difficult to separate the relative contribution of style from ability in tests aimed at assessing the child's cognitive capacity (Messick, 1993a) . The present study represents such an attempt.
One cognitive style where the issue of directional value versus differentiated value is particularly controversial is field dependence/independence (Globerson & Zelniker, 1989; Messick, 1984; Pascual-Leone, 1989; Witkin, Dyk, Faterson, Goodenough, & Karp, 1962; Witkin & Goodenough, 1981 ). This cognitive style was originally inferred from consistent individual differences on tests of individuals' success in perceiving gravitational upright position under conditions in which there is a conflict between visual and vestibular cues (Pascual-Leone, 1969 Witkin, Lewis, Hertzman, Machover, Meissner, & Wapner, 1954) . In the Rod-and-Frame Test, for example, the conflict was tacitly created by asking a subject to adjust to the true vertical a luminous rod surrounded by a luminous tilted frame in an otherwise dark room. Individuals who relied more heavily on visual cues than on bodily (gravitational or vestibular) cues in resolving the conflict did poorly on the Rod-and-Frame Test and were labeled field dependent; individuals who relied more on bodily cues did well on the Rod-and-Frame Test, and were labeled field independent.
What is the interplay between cognitive development and cognitive style? Many studies have reported that field-independent people do better than fielddependent people on a variety of tasks designed to measure cognitive ability (e.g., Globerson, 1983 Globerson, ,1985 Globerson, , 1989 Pascual-Leone, 1969; Witkin, Dyk, Faterson, Goodenough, & Karp, 1962; Witkin & Goodenough, 1981) , but this difference remains controversial with regard to its causal determinants. For instance, adopting a dialectical constructivist model such as the one proposed by Pascual-Leone (Pascual-Leone, 1969 , 1970 , 1995 Pascual-Leone & Goodman, 1979) we might ask: Do field-dependent subjects mobilize and/or allocate their mental-attentional resources less efficiently than field-independent people of the same mental-attentional capacity or do they have a smaller mental-attentional capacity? Mental-attentional capacity (Pascual-Leone, 1987; Pascual-Leone & Baillargeon, 1994) is the endogenous attentional resource (often loosely called "working memory") which enables subjects to keep in mind, via endogenous activation of corresponding schemes (i.e., information-carrying functional unit processes), a given number of task features or constraints that are not directly activated by the perceptual situation.
According to the first alternative, field-dependent people possess as much mental-attentional capacity as their same age field-independent peers, but they lack sophisticated executive schemes to mobilize and/or allocate mental-attentional capacity appropriately. From this perspective, field dependence/independence would be interpreted as a performance rather than a competence (i.e., capacity deficiency) variable (deRibaupierre & Pascual-Leone, 1979; Globerson, 1989; Linn, 1978; Neimark, 1981 ,Messick, 1987 , 1993b Zelniker, 1989) .
MISLEADING SITUATIONS, INFORMATION-PROCESSING STRATEGIES, AND THE FIGURAL INTERSECTION TASK
Complex relationships between cognitive abilities and cognitive styles can be understood via a model of the processes that generate performance in misleading situations (Pascual-Leone & Baillargeon, 1994) . Such an account, originally proposed by Pascual-Leone (1969 , rests on the assumption that performance in misleading situations results from a complex formula of underlying organismic factors (i.e., situation-free organismic resources of the psychological organism). Misleading situations can be contrasted with facilitating situations in that they constitute two different modes of selective attention (Pascual-Leone, 1987 , Pascual-Leone), 1995 . Only in misleading situations does the context elicit schemes that are not relevant, or even compatible, with the task (PascualLeone, 1980 (PascualLeone, , 1984 (PascualLeone, , 1987 (PascualLeone, , 1989 .
A somewhat related distinction exists between automatic and controlled processes (Shiffrin, 1988) , the latter entailing the use of mental effort (Hasher & Zacks, 1979; Kahneman, 1973) . Mental effort is explicated by Pascual-Leone (1984) as resulting from the enactment of either mental power or active attentional inhibition. Mental power is defined as the power of the subject's allocatable mental attentional capacity (i.e., the highest number of distinct schemes that it can bring to hyperactivation when allocated). Performance in misleading situations is thus a function of controlled processes. Tasks designed to measure field dependence/independence are usually misleading situations (Pascual-Leone, 1969 , 1995 . One such task is the Embedded Figures Test in which the respondent is asked to trace a simple geometric figure embedded within a complex drawing. The complex drawing acts as a "misleading/embedding context" which hides the simple figure. An effortful strategy involving controlled processes is then needed to extract the simple figure from the complex drawing.
Misleading situations like this one elicit a conflict between two qualitatively different mental strategies that compete to produce performance (Pascual-Leone, 1989; Pascual-Leone & Baillargeon, 1994). There are the "contextually driven strategies" (hereafter referred to as Y-strategies), which create a misleading/ embedding context. In the Embedded Figures Test, the Y-strategies compel the subject to structure the complex drawing as an integrated/embedding whole, and thus prevents perception of the simple figure. In our theory (Pascual-Leone & Baillargeon, 1994) , Y-strategies are facilitated by associative content learning (Pascual-Leone's C learning), by automatization/overlearning of logical strategies, i.e., coordinated scheme patterns of activation and application (PascualLeone's LC learning) and by the Gestaltist field (F) factors, i.e., mechanisms generating Gestaltist and S-R compatibility effects. There are also the "executive-driven strategies" (hereafter referred to as X-strategies) which can overcome the misleading/embedding context created by Y-strategies. In the Embedded Figures Test, the X-strategies lead to perception of the simple figure by mapping its distinctive features into corresponding features of the complex drawing, and thus breaking down the cohesiveness of the complex drawing that hides the simple figure (Pascual-Leone, 1969 Pascual-Leone & Goodman, 1979) . The intentional restructuring process taking place with the X-strategies demands use of several mental-attentional resources (Pascual-Leone, 1987; Pascual-Leone & Baillargeon, 1994) . In implementing the X-strategies, subjects have to use sophisticated executive schemes to mobilize and allocate mental capacity and active attentional inhibition ("interrupt" capacity).
According to Pascual-Leone's model of field dependence/independence (Pascual-Leone, 1969 Pascual-Leone & Morra, 1991) field-independent subjects are characterized by a disposition to use efficient X-strategies but relatively inefficient Y-strategies. Conversely, field-dependent subjects are characterized by a disposition to use efficient Y-strategies but relatively inefficient X-strategies.
A misleading situation specially designed to assess mental-attentional capacity (in a context that also demands active attentional inhibition) is the Figural Intersection Task (Pascual-Leone & Ijaz, 1989) (Fig. 1) . Every item of this task presents, on the right-hand side of the page, a number of individual geometric shapes (this is the "presentation set"). Shapes in the presentation set are the item's relevant figures. The number of these figures in each item varies randomly from 2 to 8, and this number j defines the mental demand of the item. On the left-hand side there is a figural compound (this is the "compound set") with all relevant (i.e., right-hand side) figures overlapping in a common total intersection. In some items there is also one irrelevant figure, not found in the presentation set, which is not included in the total intersection. When present, the irrelevant figure is a distractor and must be ignored. In every item the child must first (a) place a dot inside each and every shape found on the right-hand side and then (b) place a single dot on the left-hand side that is inside all the relevant figures at the same time. Because the figural compound of the left-hand side is perceptually integrated (Gestaltist field factor) into a single complex drawing, the total intersection of relevant figures is not easy to see and must be found by locating the relevant figures one by one and then seeking the intersection. This perceptual activity requires the use of mental attentional capacity (see Pascual-Leone & Baillargeon, 1994 , for a more formal task analysis).
Performance on a task like the Figural Intersection Task depends on two different theoretical parameters. The first, mental power (Mp), refers to the maximum number of schemes that the individual can endogenously activate (or "boost") at the same time using mental attention. We believe that mental power increases in graded levels until the age of 16 years (Pascual-Leone, 1970 . The second theoretical parameter, mental demand (Md), refers to the minimum number of schemes that one must keep in mind for the solution of a task or test item. Thus mental demand is the minimum amount of mental power that an individual must have in order to pass the task/item in question. Mental power and its derivative mental demand can be assessed empirically by combining task analysis (Pascual-Leone, 1997; Pascual-Leone & Baillargeon, 1994; PascualLeone & Johnson, 1991) with a suitable method of task construction (PascualLeone, 1980; Pascual-Leone, Baillargeon, Lee, & Ho, 1991) . In constructing the Figural Intersections Task, levels are obtained by varying the number of figures to be intersected. This method of graded levels is not used in tasks/tests of field dependence/independence (or other cognitive styles).
COGNITIVE-STYLE PROCESS POSTULATES ON THE FIGURAL INTERSECTION TASK
According to our theory, testing a child can lead to two very different outcomes depending upon the relationship between the mental power of the child and the mental demand of the task. If the item's mental demand is above the child's mental power the child should fail; if the item's mental demand is below or equal to the child's mental power the child should succeed. Because this relation varies among individual items within the same task, there is a pattern of pass/fail probabilities. We call this pattern a mental demand/mental power trade-off (Pascual-Leone & Baillargeon, 1994) . Note that this predicted pattern can fail in two different ways. First, there may be a false-positive error in which the child succeeds on a test item despite the fact that mental demand exceeds the child's mental power. Second, there may be a false-negative error in which the child fails despite the fact that mental demand is below or equal to the child's mental power. Pascual-Leone and Baillargeon (1994) suggest that these errors are caused by cognitive conflicts like those described above between X-and Y-strategies. This is another postulate of our model: In situations where the test item's mental demand is above the child's mental power, Y-strategies should dominate the X-strategies. And thus whenever executive-driven X-strategies cannot be implemented (due to a lack of mental-attentional capacity) the individual will use perception-driven Y-strategies to cope with the task. An example of a Y-strategy that could lead to a correct performance in the Figural Intersections Task is a figurative response bias caused by automatized strategies in combination with the Gestaltist field factor. One such Y-strategy could be a pattern of exploring, e.g., searching for the area of common intersection within a high-density region of the figural compound. Since such strategies often facilitate success in difficult items, false-positive errors will tend to occur with children who rely on automatized strategies. Other sources of false-positive errors are facilitated by similar factors. Pascual-Leone and Baillargeon (1994) discuss these strategies in detail. Both field-dependent and field-independent people face a cognitive conflict between X-and Y-strategies in the Figural Intersection Task (Pascual-Leone, 1969 . The outcome of this conflict is predicted to be different for both groups, however, because the causal factors (content learning, structural overlearning, and the Gestaltist field factor) are theoretically much stronger in field-dependent than in field-independent individuals (Pascual-Leone, 1989; Pascual-Leone & Morra, 1991) . Consequently, in situations where the item's mental demand is above the child's mental power (i.e., Md Ͼ Mp), field-dependent children should have higher probability of success than field-independent children. This is the first hypothesis to be tested in our study.
A third postulate of our model is that whenever the item's mental demand is below or equal to the child's mental power (i.e., Mp Ն Md), X-strategies should dominate Y-strategies. Thus, when a task is not too complex for the child's mental power, he/she should be able to overcome the misleading initial structure of the situation imposed by Y-strategies (e.g., the complex-drawing pattern of the item's left-hand side). To do so a child needs sophisticated executive schemes that mobilize and allocate mental-attentional resources to activate relevant schemes and inhibit irrelevant ones. False-negative errors (i.e., failure in items when Mp Ն Md) might occur when these executive-driven X-strategies are not well implemented. For example, Gestaltist field effects that hinder perceptual segregation of relevant figures within the figural compound might produce false-negative errors. But executive schemes allocating and mobilizing the mental energy and mental interrupt are theoretically much more efficient in fieldindependent than in field-dependent subjects. Thus, in situations where the test item's mental demand is below or equal to the child's mental power, fieldindependent children should have a higher probability of success than fielddependent children. This is the second hypothesis to be tested in this study.
METHOD

Participants
A total of 239 children were tested from two elementary schools in the York Region Separate School Board, a region bordering with metropolitan Toronto. One elementary school offered a program for gifted children. Of the 224 subjects for whom we obtained scores on both the dependent (i.e., mental-attentional capacity) and independent (i.e., field dependence/independence) variables, 124 were male and 100 were female. The distribution of children by sex, giftedness, and age is provided in Table 1 . The gifted children in the sample were identified by the School Board during their 3rd grade year. To be selected they had to satisfy one of two conditions: (a) score in excess of the 95th percentile on the Canadian Test of Basic Skills or the Canadian Cognitive Abilities Test or (b) achieve, on the Canadian Test of Basic Skills and on the Canadian Cognitive Abilities Test, scores in the 90 to 95th percentile range, as well as "very superior" scores on the revised Weschler Intelligence Scale for Children.
Testing Materials
Our criterion task for field dependence/independence is the Children's Embedded Figures Test (Karp & Konstadt, 1963; Witkin et al., 1962; Witkin & Goodenough, 1981) . Our group-administered version consists of two series of concrete, patterned and colored, drawings each of which contains, nested and "hidden" in it, a simple figure such as a triangle ("tent") or, in the second series, the outline of a house. A test item is scored correct (i.e., 1) only if the examinee traces the "hidden" figure. The estimated Cronbach's ␣ internal consistency coefficient for this sample is moderate at .77. On the basis of his/her performance on the Children's Embedded Figures Test each subject's field dependence/ independence status will be determined using latent class analysis.
The criterion task for mental-attentional capacity is the Figural Intersection Task. The version used in the present study consists of a group administered paper-and-pen test. With a series of introductory test items the examinees are, step by step, taught all concepts and executive instructions needed in the task. These introductory test items show at most three intersecting shapes. This procedure of using learning as a control (DeAvila, 1976; DeAvila, Havassy, & Pascual-Leone, 1976; Pascual-Leone, 1970; Pascual-Leone & Smith, 1969) serves to reduce differences in know-how due to different experiential, educational, and social backgrounds of children, making the test more culturally fair. In this Figural Intersection Task, the number of relevant shapes on the left-hand side defines the item difficulty or mental demand of the test item; this number varied from 2 to 8 in the present study. There were 6 test items at each mental-demand level except at levels 2 and 8 (4 items) and 7 (7 items), for a total of 39 test items. An item is scored correct (i.e., 1) only if the examinee marks the area of common intersection in the figural compound, and the mark does not extend into another area, and there is no other mark on the figural compound (i.e., additional dots, outlines, etc.). In this study the child's mental power is derived from the Figural Intersection Task using a probabilistic scaling model (see below). The Children's Embedded Figures Test and the Figural Intersection Task are both misleading tasks that involve a conflict between X-and Y-strategies. In other respects, however, the two tasks are fundamentally different; for instance, in terms of the processes that generate a correct performance. In the Figural Intersection Task the mental demand level of items is carefully scaled, and systematically varied, to cover the expectable variation in mental attentional capacity of children. Further, using other measures of mental effort and/or chronological age as independent theory-predicted markers of a child's mental capacity (e.g., Fabian, 1982; Ho, 1994; Parkinson, 1995; Pascual-Leone, Baillargeon, Lee, & Ho, 1991) , it has been shown that a child will tend to pass an item of Figural Intersections Task only if the item's mental demand is below or equal to the child's mental power (except for false-positive errors). In contrast, items in Children's Embedded Figures Test are not scaled in their mental demand; they are merely chosen empirically to be accessible to the intended age group of children. Their mental demand is constant, or more or less equal to the child's expectable mental power. Items in an Embedded Figures task are empirically selected in terms of disembedding difficulty (degree of embeddedness or misleadingness). This is the difficulty with which a participant can identify the simple figure hidden/embedded into a complex drawing; and success is expected only if a child's X-strategies are more efficient than his/her Y-strategies.
Statistical Method
In the present study, multigroup latent structure analysis (Clogg & Goodman, 1986) serves to distinguish group differences in mental-attentional capacity (mental power) from stylistic differences in mental processing strategies. Latent structure analysis investigates the dependence of manifest categorical variables on a small number of unobservable latent variables. When the latent variables under consideration can be regarded as discrete, the method is called latent class analysis. The latent class model (Lazarsfeld, 1954) assumes that associations among manifest variables can be explained by one or more latent variables, each constituted of one or more latent classes.
In our application, the manifest variables are dichotomous test items, and we postulate a single latent variable X having T (t ϭ 1, 2, . . . , T) latent classes. Each examinee is supposed to be in one of the mutually exclusive and exhaustive latent classes of this variable. The model assumes that items are mutually independent (i.e., assumption of local independence) within any single class of the latent variable.
The objective of this analysis of response patterns is to obtain estimates of two sorts of parameter: (a) unconditional latent class probabilities, t , the probability that a randomly selected examinee may be in latent class t; and (b) conditional item response probabilities, jԽt , the probability of a correct response to item j given the examinee's membership in latent class t (t ϭ 1, 2, . . . , T). Consequently, 1 Ϫ j|t is the probability of an incorrect response to item j given the examinee's membership in latent class t. The unconditional latent class probabilities (i.e., t ) must sum to 1, and the conditional response probabilities (i.e., j|t and 1 Ϫ j|t ) must also sum to 1 within each latent class. Latent class analysis can be used to assess the scalability of a set of dichotomous items. Consider a test made up of only five dichotomous items (n ϭ 5), one for each mental demand level going from 4 to 8. This is the format used in our data analysis. There are 2 n response patterns that are possible, i.e., 32 response patterns using five dichotomous items. Only n ϩ 1 of these patterns are consistent, however, with the principle of the mental demand/mental power trade-off presented above. The six consistent response patterns, one for each mental power level going from 3 to 8, are presented in Table 2 . Note that in this case the test items form a Guttman scale (Guttman, 1950) .
Let t ϭ mental power ϭ 3, 4, . . . , 8 denote the scale-type response patterns, under Guttman's deterministic model of scaling, which appear in the rows of Table 2 . For a test made up of five items with mental-demand levels ranging from 4 to 8, the mental demand/mental power trade-off, and hence Guttman's model, can be represented as a six-class latent structure model. This model assumes that the members of the tth latent class have an "intrinsic" response pattern equal to that of scale-type t (t ϭ mental power ϭ 3, 4 . . . , 8) . Further, this model assumes that there is no measurement error and, consequently, the probability of a correct response is either 0 or 1. Thus when the item's mental demand is above the 
Note. The numbers 1 and 0 represent success and failure on the tests items, respectively.
child's mental power probability of a correct response should be equal to 0, whereas it should equal 1 when the item's mental demand is below or equal the child's mental power. Nevertheless, due to conflict between the X-and the Y-strategies, false-positive and false-negative response errors are expected to occur; and so response patterns other than these scale types will occur (PascualLeone & Baillargeon, 1994) . A latent class model, Lazarsfeld's latent distance model (Dayton & Macready, 1976; Lazarsfeld & Henry, 1968) can adequately represent the mental demand/ mental power trade-off and account for the presence of false-positive and false-negative errors in the Figural Intersection Task (Pascual-Leone & Baillargeon, 1994 ). Lazarsfeld's latent distance model is a probabilistic extension of Guttman's deterministic model which mathematically explains response errors as being due to measurement errors. For our subsets of data made up of five dichotomous items, one for each mental demand level (i.e., 4 to 8), Lazarsfeld's model is an unrestricted six-class model-each class comprising children whose mental power and expectable response pattern correspond, albeit probabilistically, to those found in the appropriate row of Table 2 . Two kinds of parameters are estimated under Lazarsfeld's latent distance model: (a) the unconditional latent class probabilities, t (t ϭ mental power ϭ 3, 4, . . . , 8), that describe the distribution of the population over the mental power level; and (b) the conditional item response probabilities, j|t ( j ϭ mental demand ϭ 4, 5, . . . , 8 and t ϭ mental power ϭ 3, 4, . . . , 8), that describe the way in which responses to each item depend on both the item's mental demand and the subject's mental power. In Lazarsfeld's model we estimate two conditional probabilities for each test item: One for the case when the item's mental demand is equal or below the child's mental power and another for when the item's mental demand is above the child's mental power. Thus the model is obtained by estimating for each item two response error rates (see Clogg & Sawyer, 1981) : (a) a false-positive error rate, ␣ jt , which denotes the probability of a false-positive response error (i.e., a correct response to an item whose mental demand is above the child's mental power); and (b) a false-negative error rate, ␤ jt , which denotes the probability of a false-negative response error (i.e., an incorrect response on an item whose mental demand is below or equal to the child's mental power). Hence, the probability of a correct response to an item of mental demand j, for those examinees whose mental power is above or equal to the item's mental demand, is equal to 1 Ϫ ␤ jt . Similarly, the probability of an incorrect response to an item of mental demand j for those examinees whose mental power is below the item's mental demand is equal to 1 Ϫ ␣ jt . Due to the mathematical model it is not possible to estimate more than one response error rate for each of the two most extreme items-the easiest and most difficult item- (Lazarsfeld & Henry, 1968, pp. 123-138) .
The objective of multigroup latent structure analysis is twofold: (a) to determine whether the estimated latent class probabilities are homogeneous across groups of subjects (i.e., field independent versus field dependent) and (b) to determine whether the estimated item response probabilities are homogeneous across groups. This is done, respectively, by imposing intergroup homogeneity constraints on either the estimated latent class probabilities (i.e., t are constrained to be equal across the groups) or the estimated item response probabilities (i.e., j|t are constrained to be equal across the groups).
The multigroup latent class analysis was applied to the Figural Intersection Task data using a computer program for maximum-likelihood latent structure analysis written by the late Clifford C. Clogg (see Eliason, 1990; McCutcheon, 1987) . To meet the DOS version program's matrix-size restrictions (no more than 300 cells) we have created four independent subsets of five test items. Each subset contains one item per mental demand level going from 4 to 8. Note that items of mental demand 2 or 3 were not included in the analyses because they were passed (as theoretically predicted, Pascual-Leone & Baillargeon, 1994) by almost all subjects in this sample (96%).
RESULTS
The ␣ level of significance (i.e., the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis when it is true) was set at .01 unless specified otherwise.
Identification of the child's field dependence/independence cognitive style
Before applying a multigroup latent class model to the Figural Intersection data children had to be classified as either field dependent or field independent on the basis of performance on the Children's Embedded Figures Test. To do so the unrestricted two-class model (Bergan, 1983; Dayton & Macready, 1976; Goodman, 1974; Macready & Dayton, 1977 ) was fit to the Children's Embedded Figures data. Such a model assumes that item performance can be explained by a single latent variable made of two mutually exclusive and exhaustive latent classes of children, a field-dependent and a field-independent class. In this model children in the field-dependent class are expected to fail all items, whereas those in the field-independent class would succeed. Under this model response patterns which don't reflect either totally correct or totally incorrect performances are explained in terms of measurement error (i.e., false-positive and false-negative error rates). Only children's responses to seven test items (with less than 90% of the subjects answered correctly) will be considered here, since other items carry little differential information on examinees.
The value of the likelihood ratio 2 (L 2 ) associated with the unrestricted two-class model is 96.29 with 112 degrees of freedom (p Ͻ .86). Hence, the unrestricted two-class model fits very well the Children's Embedded Figures data suggesting the two predicted groups. Moreover, this represents a decrease of 111.96 in L 2 with a corresponding decrease of 8 degrees of freedom from the model of mutual independence among the test items (L 2 ϭ 208.25 Ϫ 96.29 ϭ 111.96, df ϭ 120 Ϫ 112 ϭ 8, p Ͻ .00). Since this decrease is large compared to the decrease in the degrees of freedom, there is indication that the two-class unrestricted model is a real improvement of fit over the mutual independence model.
Thus far we have established that children are all concentrated in two homogeneous latent classes corresponding roughly to the two poles of the field dependence/independence cognitive style. We are now in a position to infer from their observed response patterns the children's latent state depending upon whether they are field dependent or field independent. The assignment of subjects to latent classes follows a procedure described by Clogg (1979) . Of a total of 224 subjects, 58 and 166 were assigned respectively to the field-dependent and field-independent latent classes. Note that 92% of children are correctly classified into the latent classes. This coefficient indicates an excellent ability to predict the child's latent class from his or her observed response pattern (Clogg, 1979 (Clogg, , 1981 .
Before attempting to compare the performance of the two groups (i.e., field dependent versus field independent) on the Figural Intersection Task, we look at the relationships between field dependence/independence, sex, age, and giftedness. Table 1 presents the cross-classification of field dependence/independence with sex, giftedness, and age. The relationships among the variables in the four-way cross-classification can be investigated using log-linear models. First, consider a log-linear model which contains first-and second-order effects. This model yields a L 2 of 12.25 on 17 degrees of freedom (p Ͻ .79). Moreover, this represents a decrease of 46.87 in L 2 with a corresponding decrease of 15 degrees of freedom from the independence model (L 2 ϭ 59.12 Ϫ 12.25 ϭ 46.87, df ϭ 32 Ϫ 17 ϭ 15, p Ͻ .00). Thus, a model with first-and second-order effects seems adequate to represent the relationships among these variables. Next, the contribution of each individual second-order effect was evaluated. Among the various second-order effects only the field dependence/independence by giftedness effect has reached significance ( 2 ϭ 31.48, df ϭ 1, p Ͻ .00). There is a very significant association between field dependence/independence and giftedness-overall, the estimated odds under the saturated hierarchical log-linear model of being field independent are 4.33 times higher for gifted than for nongifted children.
1 At the same time, we cannot reject the null hypotheses of no association between field dependence/independence and age ( 2 ϭ 11.64, df ϭ 4, p Ͻ .02) or field dependence/independence and sex ( 2 ϭ .63, df ϭ 1, p Ͻ .43). The apparent lack of association in our study between field dependence/ independence and age, surprising in the light of some empirical developmental findings, is consistent with our theory: The mental demand of the Children's Embedded Figures Test is below the predicted age-bound mental capacity of our sample and so the task may be too easy to exhibit a strong developmental trend (Pascual-Leone & Goodman, 1979) . The significant association between field dependence/independence and giftedness might, arguably, call into question the bipolar, value-differentiated character of field dependence/independence as a latent variable determining performance on Children's Embedded Figures Test. This value-differentiated character will be supported, however, if these two predictions are born out: (1) Fielddependent children tend to do better than field-independent children whenever the situation is misleading (as in the Figural Intersection Task) and the item's mental demand is above the child's mental power. (2) Field-independent children tend to do better than field-dependent children whenever the item's mental demand is equal to or below the child's mental power.
Before presenting these results we must establish that items within classes have the same difficulty and that no significant intratask learning occurs that makes a difference in performance on items from the same class that are situated far apart in the testing sequence. The next short section is devoted to this test.
Validating a priori estimates of items' mental demand in the figural intersections task
The number of relevant shapes overlapping in a common intersection defines an item's mental demand in the Figural Intersections Task. Test items of the same mental demand are hypothesized to have the same difficulty, no matter what their order of appearance in the test or the degree of practice examinees have had in solving them. Examinees should tend to fail or succeed together all test items that exhibit the same mental demand. Consequently, hypotheses of equal difficulty and no practice effects can be tested using a two-class model if we impose equality constraints on the estimated item-response probabilities across items with equal mental demand, which are used to compare the performance of field-dependent and field-independent children on the Figural Intersection Task.
This restricted two-class model yields an L 2 of 78.92 with 114 degrees of freedom for the four test items of mental demand equal to 4. This represents an increase of 16.50 in L 2 with a corresponding increase of 11 degrees of freedom from the unrestricted two-class model (p Ͻ .12). Since this increase is relatively small compared to the increase in the degrees of freedom, we conclude that our test items comprising four geometric shapes tend to be of the same difficulty [i.e., the same probability of a correct response to test item j given the examinee's membership in latent class t (t ϭ 1, 2)]. Furthermore, this finding is replicated in others sets: with items of mental demand equal to 5 (L 2 ϭ 117.67 Ϫ 104.23 ϭ 13.45, df ϭ 112 Ϫ 100 ϭ 12, p Ͻ .34), mental demand equal to 6 (L 2 ϭ 123.8 Ϫ 109.33 ϭ 14.47, df ϭ 112 Ϫ 101 ϭ 11, p Ͻ .21), mental demand equal to 7 (L 2 ϭ 193.84 Ϫ 178.95, df ϭ 236 Ϫ 124 ϭ 12, p Ͻ .25, and mental demand equal to 8 (L 2 ϭ 20.50 Ϫ 15.29 ϭ 5.21, df ϭ 24 Ϫ 12 ϭ 12, p Ͻ .95). Thus our test items of the same mental demand tend to have the same difficulty, independent of their order of appearance in the Figural Intersection Task. More importantly, these results constitute a validation of our prior estimate of the items' mental demand in terms of the number of relevant shapes overlapping on the common intersection. Indeed, since items of the same mental demand have equal difficulty, and the classes of items are ordered in difficulty as predicted (making allowance for type A and type B errors, so that probabilistic equivalents of the Guttman model fit these data well), we have a powerful test of our a priori estimates of items' mental demand. Table 3 contains the response patterns, and corresponding observed frequencies of occurrence, for the four subsets of five test items. The relative frequencies associated with the 32 response patterns differ substantially from one group to the other. Consider, for instance, the odds of producing a perfect performance (i.e., 11111) in the first subset of five test items. For the field-independent children the odds are 58 to 108, namely, .54. In contrast, for the field-dependent children the odds are only .14 (7/51). Hence, the odds of answering correctly all five test items are almost four times higher for the field-independent than for the field-dependent children. A similar pattern is present in the second, third, and fourth subsets of five items. Generally field-independent children seem to perform much better than field-dependent children.
Comparing the performance of field dependent versus field independent children on the figural intersection task
Within the framework of multigroup latent class analysis, these differences between field-dependent and field-independent children, in frequencies associated with observed response patterns, could arise from two very different sources. The first possible explanation is that (regardless of whether we consider the latent class probabilities to be the same or not in both groups) the item response probabilities are not the same for both groups. If this were the case the finding could be consistent with our theoretical model, which states that fielddependent people differ from field-independent ones in the strength of various organismic factors responsible for performance in misleading situations. The second possible explanation is that, regardless of whether we consider item response probabilities to be the same or not for both groups, latent class probabilities are not the same for both groups. That is, field-dependent people could differ from field-independent people in their rate of progression through the mental power levels-as assessed by the Figural Intersection Task.
Consider now the multigroup scaling model that will later be used to compare the two groups by imposing intergroup homogeneity constraints on the parameter estimates. In a previous study, Pascual-Leone and Baillargeon (1994) found that the Lazarsfeld's latent distance model was theoretically suitable and fit well the Figural Intersection Task data. In the present study this result is less clear, although consistent. The value of the likelihood ratio 2 statistic associated with Lazarsfeld's latent distance model for the first subset of five test items is 23.53 with 40 degrees of freedom (p Ͻ .98). Hence, Lazarsfeld's latent distance model seems to provide an excellent fit to the data for the first subset of five test items. explains a full 89, 83, 80, and 84% of the variances in the first, second, third, and fourth subsets of five test items, respectively. However, a simplified version of Lazarsfeld's latent distance model, the Item-specific error rate model (Clogg & Sawyer, 1981) , could provide an empirically simpler explanation of these Figural Intersection Task data-one that requires the estimation of fewer parameters. It is a restricted six-class latent structure model which assumes that there is a single response error rate for each test item. In other words, this model assumes that, for each item, the probability of a false-positive error is equal to the probability of a false-negative error. The value of the likelihood ratio 2 (L 2 ) associated with the Item-specific error rate model for the first subset of five test items is 29.19 with 43 degrees of freedom (p Ͻ .95). This represents an increase of 5.65 in L 2 with a corresponding increase of 3 degrees of freedom from Lazarsfeld's latent distance model (L 2 ϭ 29.19 Ϫ 23.53 ϭ 5.65, df ϭ 43 Ϫ 40 ϭ 3, p Ͻ .13). Since this increase in L 2 is small compared to the increase in degrees of freedom, this indicates that the additional parameters in Lazarsfeld's latent distance model do not produce an improvement of fit. Moreover, the item-specific error rate model doesn't represent a significant decrement of fit over Lazarsfeld's latent (Pascual-Leone & Baillargeon, 1994) we adopt here the Itemspecific error rate model for the sake of computational simplicity without loss of generality. Table 4 gives the parameter values estimated for the four subsets of five items under the item-specific error rate model, with no intergroup homogeneity constraints on the parameters estimates. The parameters values are the estimated latent class probabilities (i.e., t ) and the estimated conditional probabilities of a correct item response (i.e., j|t ).
Inspection of Table 4 reveals consistent individual differences in the probabilities of a correct item response. With few exceptions, field-dependent children consistently have a higher probability of success than field-independent children when the item's mental demand is above the child's mental power (see Table 4 ). This counterintuitive finding confirms (a test of statistical significance will be presented below) the first hypothesis of the study. According to this first theoretical prediction, whenever mental demand in misleading tasks is greater than the child's mental power, the strong contextual Y-strategies characteristic of field-dependent children give them advantage over field-independent children. In items where mental demand is below or equal to the child's mental power, field-independent children have a higher probability of success than field-dependent children (see Table 4 ). This second finding confirms, at least partially, the second hypothesis of this study (i.e., strong executive-driven X-strategies of field-independent children give them a definite Note. The MLLSA program was unable to estimate some of the conditional probabilities and fixed them to values of either 1 or 0. t (t ϭ Mental power 3, 4, . . . , 8) is the probability that a randomly selected examinee be in latent class t. The value of j|t (j ϭ Mental demand ϭ 4, 5, . . . , 8 and t ϭ Mental power ϭ 3, 4, . . . , 8) is the probability of a correct response to item j given the examinee's membership in latent class t.
advantage over field-dependent children when the task's mental demand is equal to or smaller than the subject's mental power). The statistical significance of these differences between the two groups (field dependent versus field independent) can be tested by imposing intergroup homogeneity constraints on the estimated item response probabilities. This gives an increase of 3.80 in L 2 with a corresponding increase of 4 degrees of freedom for the first subset of five test items (L 2 ϭ 32.99 Ϫ 29.19 ϭ 3.80, df ϭ 47 Ϫ 43 ϭ 4, p Ͻ .43). Therefore, the hypothesis of intergroup homogeneity in the estimated probabilities of a correct item response cannot be rejected for the first subset of five test items. However, the hypothesis of intergroup homogeneity in the estimated item response probabilities is rejected (␣ ϭ .10) in the second (L 2 ϭ 52.41 Ϫ 42.78 ϭ 9.63, df ϭ 47 Ϫ 42 ϭ 5, p Ͻ .09), third (L 2 ϭ 55.29 Ϫ 41.41 ϭ 13.88, df ϭ 47 Ϫ 43 ϭ 4, p Ͻ .01), and fourth (L 2 ϭ 49.02 Ϫ 34.90 ϭ 14.13, df ϭ 47 Ϫ 44 ϭ 3, p Ͻ .00) subsets of five items. The finding seems to suggest that a child's field dependent/independent style of functioning enhances or interferes with performance (in misleading situations like the Figural Intersection Task), depending upon the kind of mental demand/mental power trade-off.
Further inspection of Table 4 shows consistent individual differences in the estimated latent class probabilities (i.e., t ). Field-dependent children have a greater probability than field-independent children to belong to the lower levels of mental power. In contrast, field-dependent children show smaller probability than field-independent children to belong to the higher mental power levels. Consider the estimated latent class probabilities for the first subset of five items. The odds of belonging to the lowest mental power level (i.e., mental power ϭ 3) are more than 4 times higher for the field-dependent than for the field-independent subjects [(.14/.86)/(.04/.96) ϭ 4.37]. Similarly, the odds are 16.07, 2.96, and 2.27 times higher for field-dependent than for field-independent children to belong to mental power levels 4, 5, and 6, respectively. We observe, however, the opposite pattern for the highest and second highest mental power levels. The odds of belonging to mental power levels 7 and 8 are, respectively, 3.32 and 2.70 times higher for the field-independent children than for the field-dependent children.
The statistical significance of these differences in the estimated latent class probabilities between the two groups (field dependent versus field independent) can be tested by imposing intergroup homogeneity constraints on the estimated latent class probabilities. This gives 37.44 with 6 degrees of freedom (L 2 ϭ 66.63 Ϫ 29.19 ϭ 37.44, df ϭ 49 Ϫ 43 ϭ 6, p Ͻ .00) for the first subset of five test items. Since this decrease in L 2 is very large compared to the decrease in the degrees of freedom, we reject at the .01 level the hypothesis that the estimated proportion of children in the various mental power levels is the same in the two groups. Furthermore, the hypothesis of intergroup homogeneity in the latent class probabilities is also rejected in the second (L 2 ϭ 86. 
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The results from multigroup latent class analyses show consistent individual differences between field-dependent and field-independent children.
As predicted, field-dependent children have better odds of success than fieldindependent children when the task's mental demand is above the child's mental power-and Y-strategies dominate X-strategies (Pascual-Leone & Baillargeon, 1994) . The contrary is true when the task's mental demand is below or equal to the child's mental power, so that X-strategies dominate Y-strategies (PascualLeone & Baillargeon, 1994) . Thus, in a situation like the Figural Intersection Task neither pole of the field dependence/independence style is uniformly good or bad for performance.
More evidence of the bipolar character of field dependence/independence cognitive style (Johnson & Rosano, 1993; Messick, 1987; Pascual-Leone, 1969 Pascual-Leone & Morra, 1991; Witkin & Goodenough, 1981) appears by comparing performance of nongifted versus gifted children on the Figural Intersection Task using multigroup latent structure analysis. The results show that gifted children tend to have better odds of success than nongifted children, irrespective of whether the item's mental demand is above, below, or equal to the child's mental power. This is always the case in our data whenever estimates of the item response probabilities were available to make the comparison under Lazarsfeld's latent distance model. Hence, although nongifted children are over five times more likely to be field dependent than gifted children, they don't perform as well as field-dependent children do in misleading situations like Figural Intersection Task. This contrast supports the distinction between cognitive abilities and cognitive styles that we made earlier. Namely, field dependence/ independence (when assessed as latent variable using Children's Embedded Figures Test) appears in the Figural Intersection task as a bipolar, valuedifferentiated construct; but the nongifted/gifted distinction appears as unipolar and value directional.
Such findings also give support to Pascual-Leone's model of field dependence/ independence (DeRibaupierre, 1989; Globerson, 1989; Pascual-Leone, 1969 Pascual-Leone & Baillargeon, 1994; Pennings, 1988) . The model postulates that individual differences in mental-attentional resources may underlie the "categorical," bipolar dimensionality of this cognitive style (see Messick, 1993a , for a recent review of literature supporting this claim). According to this model, field-dependent people have relatively inefficient mental capacity (M) and attentional interrupt (I), but exhibit strong content learning (C learning), structural overlearning (LC learning), and Gestaltist field (or F) factors. Because the latter organismic factors must be used to solve a task whose mental demand is above the subject's mental power, field-dependent people might perform better than field-independent ones in this situation. In contrast, field-independent subjects are assumed to have strong organismic factors of mental capacity and attentional interrupt, but often weaker C, LC, and F factors. Because correct performance in misleading situations requires both active inhibition (interruption) of task-irrelevant schemes, and the attentional boosting of task-relevant schemes, fieldindependent subjects might perform better than field-dependent subjects whenever a task's mental demand is below or equal to the subject's mental power.
Consistent with this theory we have found, replicating previous results (e.g., Pascual-Leone, 1969 Pascual-Leone & Morra, 1991) , that field-independent children exhibit superior mental-attentional capacity in nonautomatized misleading tasks such as the Figural Intersection Task. As a moderator variable intervening in the manifestation of cognitive abilities, the cognitive style of field dependence/independence may favor field-independent subjects in misleading situations; it may be because strong X-strategies foster the growth of sophisticated executive schemes. Since executive schemes are responsible for mobilizing and allocating the child's mental-attentional resources (i.e., mental energy and mental interrupt) the lack of sophisticated executive schemes in field-dependent subjects may reduce their ability to generate successful "truly novel" performances in misleading situations. Truly novel performances are performances "that are not implicitly or explicitly represented in the subject's repertoire of habitual schemes" (Pascual-Leone & Morra, 1991, p. 261 ). This suggests that by limiting the complexity of performatory syntheses that field-dependent subjects can generate, the field dependence/independence cognitive style can influence not only the manner but also the level of effortful processing that subjects exhibit in misleading situations (Brodzinsky, 1985; Messick, 1984 Messick, , 1987 Messick, , 1993b Pascual-Leone, 1970; Zelniker, 1989) . But this interpretation still needs more validation across types of mental-attentional capacity tasks that differ in their degree of misleadingness. Such a theoretical view is consistent with PascualLeone's thesis (Pascual-Leone, 1969 ), 1970 ) that "hidden" mental-attentional capacity (i.e., the growth of mental power and mental interrupt) of field-dependent people is comparable to that of field-independent people; fielddependent children might perform less well than field-independent ones because in misleading situations they mobilize and allocate inadequately their age-normal mental attentional capacity. This characteristic of field-dependent people might well be caused by a "functional" executive deficiency rather than a "structural" developmental capacity deficiency (Pascual-Leone, 1970) .
